Abstract.
The standard definition (ISO 15288, 2008) of the concept of a system is not complete and is the definition of a closed system. Such a definition is inadequate for systems engineering. A use-based definition is proposed which spans the open-closed systems continuum by introducing inside-outside perspectives. Two typical uses in the context of the definition of a system are requirements analysis ("black box") and architecting ("white box"). The synthesis described in the paper leads to an inside system definition and an outside system definition. The inside system consists of a set of inside elements; a set of inside interactions; and a set of inside-outside interactions. The outside system consists of the system of interest; a set of outside elements; and a set of inside-outside interactions. Because the inside and outside definitions of systems are asymmetrical, the outside definition cannot simply be replaced by an inside perspective applied from the super-system level. By introducing the outside definition, the subtle difference between environment and super-system is surfaced. It is proposed that ISO 15288 use an open system definition and that the notion of purpose be removed from the ISO 15288 definition of a system.